In biological oscillator communities the transmission of information between two oscillators needs a finite time r. We investigate the influence of this effect on the mutual entrainment of two limit cycle oscillators with different frequencies by coupling them with a time delay r. It is shown that for a finite delay time there exists a multitude of synchronized solutions in contrast to the situation without delay where one has at most one solution. § 1. Introduction
In biological oscillator communities the transmission of information between two oscillators needs a finite time r. We investigate the influence of this effect on the mutual entrainment of two limit cycle oscillators with different frequencies by coupling them with a time delay r. It is shown that for a finite delay time there exists a multitude of synchronized solutions in contrast to the situation without delay where one has at most one solution. § 1. Introduction
Interacting nonlinear oscillators with different individual frequencies can spontaneously synchronize themselves to a common frequency-if the coupling strength exceeds a certain threshold value. This phenomenon is of much relevance to the understanding of biological oscillators such as, e.g., coupled heart pacemaker cells. Inspired by Winfree's earlier ideas l ) there has been a great deal of theoretical work on self-synchronization especially by Kuramoto and his coworkers. 2H3 ) In this article we want to take into account the fact that in biological oscillator communities the information transmission between two oscillators needs a finite time r.
14 ), 15) Important examples would be neural assemblies which could be modelled by oscillator communities where the delay is caused by the finite velocity of the signal along the axons. 16H8 ) There the crucial question occurs whether synchronization is still possible if the inverse delay time becomes of the same order of magnitude as the oscillator frequencies. In order to investigate the effect of this time delay on the synchronization of nonlinear oscillators we study the following model equations for two limit cycle oscillators:
Here if;1, if;2 are the phases of the oscillators with individual frequencies WI, W2, and the interaction terms K sin( if;1,2( t) -if;2,1 (t -r» with coupling strength K tend to synchronize both oscillators. Apart from the delay time r which takes into account that different oscillators know from each others phases only after a retardation time, these equations are (for r=O) just the model equations which have been extensively investigated by Kuramoto. § 2. The solution
We are looking for the most general synchronized solutions of Eqs. (Ia) and (Ib) and therefore start from the ansatz:
where rp( t) is the common time dependent phase and a is a constant phase shift. If we insert this into Eqs. (Ia) and (Ib) we obtain after straightforward manipulations the condition: 
(c) where L1w:= Clh -W2 and W:=(WI + (2)/2. By eliminating a we find that Q(K, r) is determined by the zeroes of (5) where K c :=L1w/2. Figure 1 shows /(Q) versus Q for different K and r values. Note that solutions to Eq. (5) with the other sign of the square root are always unstable, therefore they will not be discussed further. One sees that the number of solutions Q;(K, r) increases with rand K. This is our most important result. In contrast to the case with delay time r=O which yields via Eq. (5) only one synchronization frequency Q= iiJ" we obtain for a finite delay time at fixed K more than one stable synchronization frequency Q. This phenomenon of multiple solutions is only related to the finite delay time r and occurs also for two delay coupled oscillators with the same frequency (see Eq. (5) In order to test the stability of the solutions r/Jr,2( t) = Qt ± a/2 we perform a linear stability analysis. 19 ) We make for the solutions to Eqs. We have solved Eqs. (5) and (7) numerically with parameters L1w=OA and W=1.0. Figure 2 shows the K-dependencies of Q, a and of the Lyapunov exponent A. As mentioned above there are for a given pair of (K, r) values several stable (A < 0)
solutions Qi(K, r), a;(K, r) with different negative Lyapunov exponents. Figure 6 shows the corresponding basins of attraction, i.e., those regions of the space of initial conditions whose elements are attracted to a particular solution.
In Figs. 2(a) and (c) we have plotted all stable solutions and indicated the most stable one by a solid line. It follows from Fig. 2 o -t----.---.r----....---- shows that the stability of such a new solution increases rapidly with K (near K c ;, Llll ex: (K -Kcyl2 holds), and reaches the stability of the old most stable solution at a value K', that is only slightly above Kc;. At K' the most stable synchronization frequency jumps to the new Q;. The transition region between Kc; and K' is so narrow that it does not appear in our plots. The maximum in stability is related to the fact that II splits into two conjugate complex values whose real parts move to zero like llex:K-2 as K increases. The corresponding phase shift alternate between a~O and a~J[, i.e., the synchronized solutions are either almost in phase or in antiphase. Figures 3 and  4 show that for large K and r-values there appear more and more possible frequencies. Their total number N increases roughly like Nex:(K -Kc)r. However the corresponding Lyapunov exponents come closer and closer to zero, i.e., the more solutions one has the smaller is their stability. The phase diagram in Fig. 5 shows in the K, r-plane the lines K( r) at which the most stable synchronization frequencies and their corresponding a-values perform jumps. Between these lines the most stable Q's and a's 'are almost constant (along lines with fixed r), i.e., a plot Q(K, r) vs (K, r) looks almost like a staircase where the lines K(r) separate different stairs. For large K and r there appear more and more solutions. We have found that the behavior of two limit cycle oscillators which are coupled with a time delay r differs drastically from the situation without delay. The major differences are that (a) for a given pair of coupling strength K and delay time r there exist several stable synchronization frequencies Qi(K, r) and corresponding phase shifts (1/K, r)with different basins of attraction and different stabilities; (b) in the K, r-plane there are critical lines at which the most stable solutions Q, (1 jump to new values.
One could speculate that in coupled assemblies of neurons the multitude of possible states could, e.g., be exploited for further storage of information. The most interesting question of synchronization of infinitely many oscillators which are coupled with a time delay r and whose individual frequencies are distributed randomly is currently under investigation. 
